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Department of Quantum Electronics, Faculty of Physics,
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ABSTRACT
Optical vortices (OVs) are the only known truly two-dimensional phase dislocations. Because of their spiral phase
fronts, the OV interaction results, in the simplest case (when two OVs are presented), in vortex mutual
attraction/repulsion or in OV pair rotation. In this work we provide experimental evidences that a stable elementary cell
forming the base for a large optical vortex lattice can be created by situating equally and singly charged OVs in the
apices of a triangle and square and by nesting an additional control OV with an opposite unit charge in the center of the
structure. Experimental data for the rotation of these triangular and quadratic elementary cells vs. OV-to-OV separation
as well as the rotation of the same structures vs. propagation distance are presented. Generation and stable propagation
of large rigid square-shaped and hexagonal OV lattices is demonstrated.
Keywords: singular optics, optical vortex, vortex lattice, topological interaction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical vortices (OVs) are two-dimensional singular beams with spiral phase dislocations in their wavefronts1. OVs
carry photon angular momentum, which can also be transferred to matter and it is referred to as the topological charge
(TC). The TC m is a positive or negative integer number corresponding to the total phase change 2πm over the azimuthal
coordinate ϕ. It is known that a pair of singly and equally charged OVs placed on a bright background beam, rotate and
repel each other2,3, whereas OVs of opposite TCs translate with respect to the background beam, attract each other and
eventually annihilate. In nonlinear media, these fundamental interaction scenarios remain qualitatively the same during
the initial stage of nonlinear evolution, both under self-defocusing and self-focusing conditions4. However, at later stages
of their evolution, the vortex dynamics under self-focusing conditions is additionally influenced by the reshaping of the
surrounding part of the background beam4.
For the first time the possibility to stabilize ensembles of equally-charged OVs against rotation by a proper choice of the
topological charge of a "control OV" nested in the ensemble center is proved numerically in5. Specifically, if an OV with
a TC opposite to the TCs of the rest of the OV ensemble is positioned in the center of the structure, the rotation of the
entire ensemble is cancelled. An extension of such vortex ensembles towards large stable regular OV lattices is also
analyzed in5 and studied for the first time experimentally in6.
The possibilities of singular higher-order vector fields7 to be generated, if large and rigid OV lattices are used, along with
the option to write different optically-induced parallel waveguide structures e.g. in bulk photorefractive nonlinear media8
and their applicability e.g. for orbital angular momentum multiplexing of information7 stimulated this work. Here we
present, for the first time to our best knowledge, experimental evidences for the already adopted paradigm in singular
optics: A stable elementary cell of a large optical vortex lattice can be created by situating equally and singly charged
OVs in the apices of a triangle or square and nesting an additional control OV with an opposite unit charge in the center
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of the structure. Experimental data for the generation of large rigid square-shaped and hexagonal OV lattices with liquidcrystal spatial light modulator are also presented.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Pump beam from a continuous-wave frequency-doubled Neodymium-doped
yttrium orthovanadate (Nd:YVO4) laser is first expanded by the beam expander BE and then illuminates the reflective
spatial light modulator SLM at an angle of 4º vs. normal incidence. This SLM modulates the phase of the input Gaussian
beam (and, as a consequence, also its amplitude/intensity). It is encoded with patterns of two (aligned in a line), three (in
the apices of an equilateral triangle) or four OVs (situated in the corners of a square), all of them with the same TC=1. In
some cases in the encoded phase profile we additionally imposed a central OV with an opposite TC or with same TC, as
needed. This was done in order to cancel the rotation of the elementary cell or to increase it. The efficiency of the
singular beam generation is 71%. The beam is then redirected towards a CCD camera with a chip of cross-section
7.1mm×5.4mm (1600 pix.×1200 pix.) by using a large-aperture beam splitter BS2. The CCD camera is placed on a rail
in order to examine the rotation of these elementary cells vs. propagation distance.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup. Nd:YVO4, continuous-wave frequency-doubled Neodymium-doped yttrium orthovanadate laser
emitting at a wavelength λ = 532 nm; BE, beam expander; M, flat silver mirrors; BS, beam splitters; SLM – reflective spatial
light modulator (model Pluto, Holoeye Photonics); CCD, charge-coupled device camera placed on a rail.

For diagnostic purposes, a reference beam is split off the laser beam before the SLM by a beam splitter BS1. The object
and the reference beams are recombined by another beam splitter BS3 to interfere at the CCD camera chip. Power
density distributions of the resulting optical beams and the respective interference patterns are recorded by the same
CCD camera by blocking/unblocking the reference laser beam. In some of the measurements presented in this work the
reference arm of the interferometer is eliminated by removing BS3. In this way we studied the singular beam evolution at
even shorter distances to the SLM.

3. RESULTS
The experimental results shown in the last row of Fig. 2 are intended to visualize the theoretically predicted and already
mentioned basic interaction scenarios between two OVs nested on a common bright background beam2,3. In the upper
left panel of Fig. 2 we show the well-known spiral phase profile of a singly charged OV. The directions of the vectors in
the respective vector plot shown in the frame below clearly indicate its rotation on the background beam. The lower left
frame in the same figure is an experimentally obtained power density distribution of such an OV. Since it does not
change its position on the background beam, the dashed line crossing all experimental frames could be regarded as a
reference for the rotation/translation of OV pairs of equal/opposite TCs. In the middle column of frames in Fig.2 we
show that the two helical phase profiles of two equally charged OVs (upper frame) lead to an overall helicity of the phase
(middle frame) and, as a consequence, to the rotation of the OV pair with respect to their “center of gravity” (lower
frame). In the opposite case of OVs with TCs equal to 1 and -1, there is a phase gradient along a line perpendicular to the
line connecting the OV cores (right column, vector plot). Hence, the OV pair is translating on the background beam,
which is clearly seen in the experimental result (lower right frame in Fig. 2). The presented data refer to OV-to-OV
separation 57 pix. on the liquid-crystal phase modulator and to a distance of linear propagation of 32 cm behind it.
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Fig. 2. Phase profiles (upper row) and vector plots (middle) of a single OV (left column), of two OVs with equal unit topological
charges (middle column), and of two OVs with opposite unit topological charges (right column). Lower row – experimental data
obtained at an initial OV-to-OV separation 57 pix. and at a distance of 32 cm after the SLM.

As a next step we proved experimentally that the smaller the OV-to-OV distance, the stronger pronounced interaction (in
this case – rotation) is observed for structures with equally charged OVs. The obtained data shown in Fig. 3 are for a pair
of OVs (crosses and dash-dotted curve), three OVs situated in the apices of an equilateral triangle (hollow triangles and
dashed line) and in the apices of a square (solid squares and solid line). The measured rotation angles refer to a free space
propagation distance of 32 cm. It is also clearly expressed that, at a fixed OV separation, the larger the number of equally
charged OVs, the larger the rotation angle of the ensemble. This can be intuitively understood by the bigger overall
helicity of the background beam.
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Fig. 3. Rotation of two, three and four equally and
singly-charged OVs aligned in a line (crosses and dashdotted curve), in the apices of an equilateral triangle
(hollow triangles and dashed line) and in the corners of
a square (solid squares and solid line), respectively, vs.
OV-to-OV separation. Propagation distance – 32 cm.
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In the following three sets of measurements we present data for the longitudinal increase (or stabilization) of the rotation
angle of each of these ensembles separately, in the two additional cases when a control OV (with TC=±1) is nested in the
center of each structure. This additionally imposed central OV is equidistant from the rest of the OVs forming the
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elementary ceells. The dataa we present in
i Figs. 4-6 reefer to OV-to-OV separatioon 71 pix. on the spatial light modulatorr
and to a proppagation distannce from 7 cm
m to 77 cm. Inn this sense th
he data for thee rotation anglles are directly comparablee.
The middle straight
s
solid lines
l
in Figs. 4-6 are fittingg the data for the respective ensemble w
with no contro
ol OV. Typicaal
power densityy distributionss for these three cases are shhown in the middle
m
frames in the respecttive figures an
nd are denotedd
as 2OVs, 3OVs, and 4OV
Vs. Supported by the physiccal intuition one
o can easilyy understand thhat when an additional
a
OV
V
t ensembless, due to the increase
i
of thee overall beam
m helicity, thee
with the samee TC is nested in the centeer of each of the
rotation of thee ensembles will
w be accelerrated. This is clearly
c
seen in
n the upper cuurves in Figs. 4-6 fitting thee experimentaal
points in the respective
r
casses. The fittingg curves, how
wever, are not linear anymore. This can bbe explained by
b the stronger
pronounced reshaping
r
of the surroundiing backgrouund beam as compared to the case withh no control OV. Another
possible reasoon is that duee to the free space
s
propagaation of the OVs in the enssemble they arre starting to separate from
m
each other, thhus the interacction betweenn them becomees weaker. Th
his reshaping is
i well pronouunced in the experimentally
e
y
recorded inteensity profiles of the respecctive ensemblles shown in the upper fram
mes on the riight hand sidee of Figs. 4-66.
Formally, theese frames are
a denoted as
a 2OVs +, 3OVs +, and
d 4OVs +, respectively.
r
IIn contrast, the
t respectivee
experimental intensity distrributions in thhe case for a control
c
OV wiith an oppositee TC are denooted as 2OVs -, 3OVs -, andd
4OVs - (loweer right framess in Figs. 4-6).
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2OVs Fig. 4. Left: Rotation of twoo equally and singly-charged OVs
O (black crosses and solid line)
l
vs. propaggation distance. Stabilization of
C (green crossees and dash-dottted line) and accceleration of th
his rotation by a
the OV pair rotation by an addditional OV off an opposite TC
a dashed currve). OV-to-OV
V separation 711 pix. betweenn the outer-lyin
ng OVs. Rightt:
central OV off the same TC (red crosses and
Respective expperimental data recorded 17 cm
m after the SLM
M.
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3OVs Fig.5. Left: Rotation
R
of threee equally and singly-charged OVs (black triiangles and soliid line) situatedd in the apices of
o an equilateraal
triangle vs. proopagation distannce. Stabilizatioon of the OV ennsemble rotation by an additioonal OV of an oopposite TC in the
t center of thee
elementary celll (green trianglles and dash-dootted line) and acceleration
a
off this rotation byy a central OV
V of the same TC (red triangles
and dashed currve). OV-to-OV
V separation 71 pix. Right: Respective experiimental data reccorded 17 cm affter the SLM.
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(green squares and dash-dotteed line) and accceleration of thiis rotation by a central OV of the same TC (rred squares and
d dashed curve)).
OV-to-OV separation 71 pix. Right: Respective experimental data recordeed 17 cm after the
t SLM.

In Fig. 7, in the
t upper row
w of frames we
w show a skeetch of the eleementary cell of a square-sshaped OV latttice (left) andd
experimentallly recorded inntensity profilees of the centrral part of the square OV arrray at distancces 7 cm (midd
dle frame) andd
27 cm behindd the liquid crystal
c
spatiall light modulator (right fraame). The addditionally draawn dashed squares
s
on thee
experimental pictures are intended to vissualize the squuare elementaary cell and thhe disposition of the TCs off the OVs. Thee
a
OVss are marked in the middlee frame in thiss upper row inn order to connfirm that the square-shapedd
TCs of two additional
lattice can bee considered as
a composed by
b vortices siituated in the apices of a sqquare with a central contro
ol OV with ann
opposite TC. The comparison between the
t positions of the OVs in
n the dashed squares
s
indicaates that the vortices
v
do noot
p
and are only reshaped by the diffraction.
d
In the lower row
w of frames, foollowing the same
s
orderingg,
change their positions
we show a heexagonal OV lattice. Some of the topoloogical chargess of the vortices are denotedd within a dasshed hexagonn.
The TC of onne additional OV
O is markedd outside the hexagon
h
in orrder to underliine that identiically-charged
d OVs situatedd
in the apices of an equilatteral triangle with
w a centrall control OV of opposite TC
T in the midddle, form a hexagonal
h
OV
V
a
chhanging signss of their TCss. Once again,, the comparisson between tthe positions of the OVs inn
lattice with alternatively
the dashed hexagons
h
indicates that thee vortices do not change their
t
mutual positions
p
andd are only resshaped by thee
diffraction.

z = 7 cm
c

z = 27 cm

Fig. 7. Upperr row – square-shaped OV latttice. Sketch off the lattice elem
mentary cell witth denoted signns of the TCs (leeft). Middle andd
right frames – experimentallyy recorded intennsity profiles off the central partt of the square OV
O array at disstances 7 cm an
nd 27 cm behindd
the liquid crysstal spatial lightt modulator. Lower row of frames
f
– the saame, but for heexagonal OV laattice. Some off the topologicaal
charges of the vortices
v
are dennoted. See the text
t for details.
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4. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented, for the first time to our best knowledge, experimental evidences for the already adopted
paradigm in singular optics: A stable elementary cell of a large optical vortex lattice can be created by situating equally
and singly charged OVs in the apices of a triangle or square and nesting an additional control OV with an opposite unit
charge in the center of the structure. On this base large OV arrays consisting of hundreds of OVs with alternating TCs
are generated. In two preceding papers9,10 we already demonstrated experimentally and by numerical calculations a
dramatic far-field beam reshaping by mixing square-shaped and hexagonal optical vortex lattices. These results may
appear particularly interesting, as a new degree of freedom, for modifications in stimulated emission depletion (STED)
microscopy, for extending the possibilities of generating singular higher-order vector fields7, for controllable writing of
parallel optically-induced waveguide structures e.g. in (photorefractive) nonlinear media8 and may appear applicable for
orbital angular momentum multiplexing of information for data transfer using complex optical fields11–15.
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